Monitoring Arctic Sea Life
The Arctic Marine Biodiversity Monitoring Program: Integrated circumpolar monitoring to
improve detection, understanding and response to changes in Arctic marine ecosystems
Governing Structure for the Arctic Marine Biodiversity Program
Arctic Marine Areas

It is an agreement between Arctic coastal nations and many
national, regional, Indigenous and academic organizations and
agencies on how to monitor Arctic marine ecosystems. It is the first
of the Circumpolar Biodiveristy Monitoring Program (CBMP)’s panArctic Plans.
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What is the CBMP?
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The CBMP is an international network of scientists, government
agencies, Indigenous organizations and conservation groups
working together to harmonize and integrate efforts to monitor the
Arctic’s living resources. It is the cornerstone program of the Arctic
Council’s Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF) Working
Group. The CBMP has been endorsed by the Arctic Council, and
is the biodiversity component of the Sustaining Arctic Observing
Networks and the Group on Earth Observations. It is an information
provider to the UN Convention on Biological Diversity.
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What is the Arctic Marine Biodiversity Monitoring
Program?
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What will the Program do?

It will contribute to more informed policy responses by:
»» Producing long-term datasets to facilitate a greater
understanding of natural variability in Arctic marine ecosystems
and the response of these systems to anthropogenic drivers.
»» Providing regular and authoritative assessments of key elements
and regions of the Arctic marine system that respond to regional,
national, and international reporting requirements.
»» Creating a publicly accessible, efficient, and transparent platform
to house, manage, and display status and trends information,
thereby increasing access to data and facilitating more effective
policy responses.
»» Identifying a suite of common biological parameters and
indicators to monitor change across Arctic marine ecosystems by
creating optimal sampling schemes that efficiently use existing
monitoring capacity.
»» Identifying existing datasets and information that can be
aggregated to establish baselines and retrospective trends in
Arctic marine biodiversity.
»» Integrating existing scientific and community-based marine
biodiversity monitoring efforts across the Arctic.

Timeline
»» Final Plan published
»» Governing structure activated
»» Establish coordinated monitoring in
each Arctic Marine Area
»» Data management structures
established

2011

»» Arctic monitoring networks adopt
parameters and sampling approaches
»» Indicator development
»» Reporting
»» Program adjustment
»» Existing data sets identified, aggregated and
analyzed to establish indicator baselines
»» Nodes linked to portal and web portal
analysis tools developed

2013
2012
»» Arctic montoring networks adopt parameters
and sampling approaches
»» Data nodes and hosts, web-entry and data
standards established for each Marine Expert
Network (ongoing)
»» Annual performance reports and work plans
»» Indicators updated with Monitoring Plan
outputs (annually)
»» Information videos

»» Non-Arctic countries’ Arctic monitoring networks
adopt parameters and sampling approaches
»» Indicators updated with outputs
»» Reporting
»» State of Arctic Marine Biodiversity Assessment
report (every 5 years)
»» Independent review of parameters, sampling
approaches, data management approach, analysis,
and reporting (every 5 years)

2015
2014

»» Arctic monitoring networks adopt parameters and
sampling approaches
»» Reporting
»» Existing data sets identified, aggregated and analyzed
to establish indicator baselines
»» Nodes linked to portal and web portal analysis tools
developed

A program of the Circumpolar Biodiversity Monitoring Program, the cornerstone program of the Arctic Council´s Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna working group

More information:
www.cbmp.is
www.caff.is
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